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Market Review:
US equities had a volatile second quarter, but the S&P 500 finished up 4.3% and the Russell 1000 Value
returned 3.8% to end the month of June at near record price levels. The S&P 500 also posted its best first
half in 22 years (1997), up 18.5%. The quarter saw an extension of the major themes that sparked
volatility over the past three quarters, namely the US-China trade dispute and the Federal Reserve’s
shifting interest rate policy. Stocks were up significantly in April, extending the rally that began at the end
of December when the Fed began shifting to a more accommodative stance on interest rates. However, the
market retreated sharply in the month of May when trade negotiations deteriorated and concerns grew
over a lengthened dispute. Stocks recovered quickly with the best month of June for the S&P 500 since
1955, largely on hopes of interest rate cuts by the Fed.
Returns in the quarter were broadly distributed, with 10 of the 11 sectors finishing in positive territory.
Financials (+8.0%) was the best-performing sector, driven by optimism for a global cyclical recovery in
back half of the year and finished the quarter strong with the Fed’s approval of large capital return plans
for most of the largest banks. Materials (+6.3%) was the next best performing sector, as gold stocks
soared on increasing Fed rate cut expectations. Information Technology was up +6.1%, with software and
IT services companies outperforming. Energy was the only sector that posted a negative return (-2.8%), as
the WTI oil benchmark declined on concerns of reduced demand from slowing global growth. Health
Care (+1.4%) was also a laggard, impacted by increasing political rhetoric on health care reform and
various drug pricing initiatives.
Concerns grew on US-China trade when Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin announced that talks had
gone “substantially backward,” and the Trump Administration soon levied a new 25% of tariffs on $200B
of Chinese imports while threatening additional measures. China President Xi Jinping retaliated with
tariffs on $60B of US imports; furthermore, the Xi administration appeared to take a much harder longterm stance on trade, indicating through several statements and other actions that the country is prepared
to negotiate for an extended period if necessary. Concurrently, President Trump threatened to levy tariffs
on Mexico unless the Mexican government took action to deter the flow of Central American migrants
passing through its borders. Ultimately, The Trump administration reached an agreement with Mexico,
and on the final day of the quarter Trump and Xi reached some concessions and an agreement to restart
talks.
Yields on US government bonds continued to decline, reflecting concerns over slowing global growth and
increased demand for safe haven assets. Although the US economy surprised with 3.1% GDP growth for
the 1st quarter, the IMF lowered its projection for global growth to 3.3% in 2019, down from 3.6% in
2018. The 10-year US Treasury yield dipped below 2% and has fallen by more than a full percentage
point over the past three quarters. Notably, the 10-year yield also dipped below the yield on short-term
Treasurys, resulting in an inverted yield curve; however, most economists dismissed the likelihood of an
impending recession.
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Performance Analysis:
The Value Equity strategy composite returned 3.9% (gross) and 3.8% (net) for the second quarter of 2019.
The strategy underperformed the S&P 500 and outperformed the Russell 1000 Value for the quarter.
Figure 1: Value Equity Returns vs. Benchmark
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Performance for periods greater than 1 year is annualized.Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

The quarter saw several narrative changes with an initial “risk-on” environment in April led by Growth
and Cyclicals, followed by a “risk-off” rotation into Defensives in May and finally a euphoric June back
into high beta sectors. Growth continued its outperformance over Value by 80 basis points in the quarter
(Russell 1000 Growth – Russell 1000 Value) and 525 basis points for the year.

Portfolio Changes:
Purchases / Additions
Comcast (CMCSA) was added to the Value Equity strategy. Comcast, a media and broadcast services
company, offers cable TV, high speed internet, video streaming, TV programming, and communication
services in the US and Europe. The company’s broadband platform continues to grow subscribers and
increase prices as it upgrades service offerings and consumers move towards increasing bandwidth. While
the Cable TV subscriber base continues to decline as streaming competitors increase market share, the
rate of erosion has stabilized. NBC Universal has tailwinds for growth including a strong film state, theme
park openings and a new streaming service to be launched. Lastly, Comcast’s acquisition of Sky, a video
distributor in Europe, has potential profit improvement from increasing video penetration and raising
prices in underpriced markets. The company is focused on deleveraging back to 2.0x Net debt/Adjusted
EBITDA by 2021 and will generate strong free cash flow growth over this period. At purchase, the stock
was trading at 14.3x 2019 earnings with a 2.0% dividend yield.
Sales / Reductions
Alcon (ALC), a spin-off from Novartis, was sold in the quarter. Alcon, a leading supplier of eye care
products including surgical equipment, contact lenses and refractive technology products, has solid
growth prospects after a multi-year turnaround phase including R&D investments. However, the stock
trades at an expensive valuation: 31x 2019 EPS with a 0.2% dividend yield.
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P
Portfolio Atttribution:
Atttribution Effects
E
–Value Equity vs.
v Russell 1 000 Value 33/31/2019 – 6/30/2019

S
Source: SCCM
M/Bloomberg, 6/30/2019.

T
The following
g attribution
n analysis off the Value Equity
E
portfo
folio utilizes the Russell 1000 Valuee Index as
thhe benchmarrk of comparrison for the second quarrter of 2019..
O
Our stock selection madee Communiccation Servicces the largeest contributtor to relative performannce for the
quuarter. Walt Disney (+25.8%) appreeciated substtantially afteer managemeent outlined plans for itss Disney+
viideo streamiing service, which is sccheduled to launch
l
in N
November annd include D
Disney’s mosst popular
teelevision and
d movie fran
nchises. AT&
&T (+8.6%) gained in thhe quarter, ass the companny appears oon track to
m
meet key goaals managem
ment set for 2019,
2
includ
ding deleverraging its baalance sheet, generating improved
frree cash flow
w, and stabilizing earnin
ngs in its En
ntertainmentt Group segm
ment. Strongg stock selection also
m
made Inform
mation Techn
nology a co
ontributor to relative perrformance. M
Microsoft (+
+14.0%) conntinued to
ouutperform ass its Azure cloud
c
compu
uting servicee grew revennue 73% yeaar-over-yearr, while its O
Office 365
saales increaseed 31%. Oraacle (+6.5%) also reporteed strong quuarterly resullts, as its infr
frastructure eecosystem
reevenue increeased 7%, while
w
its so
oftware licen
nsing unit ggrew 12% yyear-over-yeear. Our undderweight
alllocation and
d strong stocck selection in Consumeer Staples coontributed too relative peerformance. M
Mondelez
Innt’l (+8.5%) reported strrong organicc growth as its snack salles increasedd particularlly in internattional and
em
merging maarkets. Our underweigh
ht allocation
n to Real E
Estate also aided relattive perform
mance, as
deefensive sectors lagged in
i the quarteer.
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In
ndustrials was
w the lonee detractor from relativ
ve performaance. 3M (--15.9%) decclined on loower-thanexxpected earn
nings stemm
ming from weakness
w
in the automootive and eleectronics inddustries in C
China and
Jaapan. Boeing
g (-4.0%) underperform
med on contiinuing uncerrtainty surroounding the 737 MAX; however,
thhe company received an
n order from Internationaal Airlines G
Group for 2000 737 MAX
X aircraft att the Paris
A
Air Show. Fiinally, Rayth
heon (-4.0%
%) declined slightly
s
afterr it announcced an all-stock merger of equals
w
with United Technologie
T
es (UTX). The
T new com
mpany, to bee named Raaytheon Technologies C
Corp., will
trrade under the
t ticker sy
ymbol RTX
X. The transaaction is annticipated too close in thhe first halff of 2020,
Otis elevatoor division and Carrierr building
foollowing thee previously
y announced
d spin-offs of UTX’s O
syystems segm
ment. The deeal gives Raaytheon sharreholders thhe potential to capture eearnings groowth from
U
UTX’s comm
mercial engin
ne business as
a cash flowss from the G
Geared Turboo Fan (GTF)) program im
mprove.

M
Market Outtlook:
T
The equity market
m
rally to
t record hig
ghs by the en
nd of the seccond quarterr was drivenn by a signifficant turn
inn global centtral banking policy with the Federal Reserve now
w expected to cut intereest rates this year, as a
reesult of weaakening US economic
e
daata and maccro uncertainnties includiing the outcoome of the U
US-China
trrade war and
d the impact of the tarifffs on the eco
onomy. The current statee of “bad neews is good nnews” for
thhe market is evidenced by
b the flatteening yield curve
c
alongsside peak eqquity levels. Valuation eexpansion
haas accounted
d for nearly all of the raally year-to--date as earnnings expecttations havee continued tto decline
thhroughout th
he year.
Figure 2: S&P 500 Change in Prrice/Earninggs Ratio (1/1/2019 - 7/11/2019)

Source: Strategas, Quaarterly Review in Charts, 7/1//2019. The graaph is for illustrrative purposess only and doees not reflect
informatiion about any fund
f
or other account
a
manageed or serviced by Schafer Cuullen Capital M
Management.

A
At this jun
ncture, thee global slowdown may simpply be a “soft paatch” or a deeper
m
mid-cycle slo
owdown. Th
his uncertaintty caused US
U yields to fall precipitoously in thee quarter andd the S&P
eqquity risk prremium (Eaarnings Yield
d less 10-yeear Treasuryy Yield) rosee to 320 bassis points, 1 standard
deeviation abo
ove the long--term averag
ge. Howeverr, with overaall growth exxpectations declining, thhe current
inncrease in th
he ERP may
y be justifieed. Since Jan
nuary 2019,, S&P 500 cconsensus eearnings estiimates for
20019 have deeclined nearrly 6% to +8%
+
year-ov
ver-year (Need Davis Reesearch, Junne 2019). M
Meanwhile,
eqquity markeets have beeen relatively
y range-boun
nd over the past 18 moonths as “riisk off” (Grrowth and
D
Defensive) ou
utperforms on
o the slowd
down narrativ
ve while “rissk on” (Finan
ancials and C
Cyclicals) ouutperforms
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onn a recovery
y narrative. With mark
kets now priicing in an imminent reecovery, thee question iss whether
reenewed mon
netary easing
g will be eno
ough to offseet broadly sloowing globaal growth.
A key featuree of this reco
ord bull mark
ket is the perrsistent outperformance of Growth oover Value. B
By almost
anny measure, Growth is trading
t
at a historic
h
valu
uation premiuum to Valuee and fund fl
flows into Grrowth and
T
Technology funds
f
are at extreme lev
vels. Value is
i trading at its largest ddiscount to tthe market aand offers
thhe largest prremium overr the last 30 years. The median
m
P/E of the cheappest portfoliio relative too the S&P
5000 is trading
g at a 7x diiscount (99%
% percentile)) (JPM, Thee Value Connundrum, 6//7/19). Flow
ws into the
SPDR Techn
nology ETF reached 95%
% percentile levels by thhe end of Q
Q2 (Strategass, Technicall Strategy,
6//26/19).
Figure 3: Forwa
ard Price/Ea
arnings Sprread – Value vs. Markeet

Source: JP Morgan, Th
he Value Conu
undrum, 6/7/20019. Past perfoormance is no gguarantee of fuuture results.

T
The considerrable outperrformance of
o Growth over
o
Value has been aattributed too the indexation and
saaturation of passive prod
ducts which are pro-mom
mentum, thee perception that disruptive technoloogies have
im
mpaired wid
de swaths off companies in the Valu
ue space, annd unconvenntional moneetary policy (negative
innterest rates, quantitativee easing). A number of events
e
couldd trigger a revversal, incluuding a markket decline
reesulting in the
t liquidatiion of passiive vehicles, increasingg technologyy regulation or a reverssal of the
exxtreme crow
wding in Grow
wth stocks.
W
With multiple expansion
n the major contributor to returns this market cycle, the underperforrmance of
V
Value can paartially be atttributed to th
he greater benefit Grow
wth has experienced from
m multiple eexpansion.
V
Valuation disspersion with
hin the S&P 500 is at cy
ycle highs, m
marking a siggnificant hurrdle for futuure returns
onn the most riichly valued
d part of the market.
m
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Figure 4: Trailing P/E
P of the S&
&P 500’s Hiighest and L
Lowest Quintiles

The liness show the marrket cap weightted trailing PE
E ratio of the m
most expensive aand cheapest qquintiles of the US market.
Source: Bernstein Research, Global Quantiitative Strategyy, 6/19/2019. D
Data as of the eend of 2018.

Inn the curren
nt market en
nvironment, we believe investors shhould be moore mindful of risk, nott less. We
beelieve the most
m
effectiv
ve way to manage risk
k is to adheere to an innvestment ddiscipline foocused on
vaaluation and
d quality, wh
hich is the core
c
tenet off our investm
ment approaach. Relativee to fixed inncome and
eqquity benchm
marks, we feeel the valuaation of our portfolio rem
mains attracctive. The strrategy trades at 15.0x
foorward earniings versus 19.2x
1
for thee S&P 500 an
nd 17.4x forr the Russelll 1000 Valuee.
T
Thank you fo
or your contin
nued supporrt. Feel free to
t reach out to us if you have any quuestions.
B
Best Regards,
Schafer Culleen Capital Management,
M
Inc.
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Disclosure: Schafer Cullen Capital Management (SCCM or the “Adviser”) is an independent investment advisor registered under the
Investment Advisers Act of 1940. This information should not be used as the primary basis for any investment decision nor should it be
considered as advice to meet your particular investment needs. The portfolio securities and sector weights may change at any time at
the discretion of the Adviser. It should not be assumed that any security transactions, holdings or sectors discussed were or will be
profitable, or that future recommendations or decisions will be profitable or equal the investment performance discussed herein.
Investing in equity securities is speculative and involves substantial risk.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Market conditions can vary widely over time and can result in a loss of portfolio
value. Individual account performance results will vary and will not match that of the composite or model. This variance depends on
factors such as market conditions at the time of investment, and / or investment restrictions imposed by a client which may cause an
account to either outperform or underperform the composite or model’s performance. There is no guarantee that any historical trend
illustrated in this report will be repeated in the future, and there is no way to predict precisely when such a trend might begin. A list of
all recommendations made by SCCM within the immediately preceding period of not less than one year is available upon request.
Risk Disclosure: Investing in the stock market involves gains and losses and may not be suitable for all investors. Investors have the
opportunity for losses as well as profits.
The strategy depicted in this report has been managed in accordance with the investment objectives of the strategy as determined by
the Adviser. The Adviser has selected benchmarks, which in their opinion closely resemble the style of the securities held in the
composite or model portfolio of the strategy (e.g. large cap value, small cap value, international, etc.). The securities held in the
composite or model are actively managed while the benchmark index is not. Investors should be aware that the Adviser makes no
attempt to match the portfolio securities, or the security weightings of the benchmark. The composite or model’s performance will be
affected greater by the price movements of individual securities as the composite or model is more concentrated, generally less than
100 securities, while a comparative benchmark will generally have between 500 and 2,500 securities where individual security price
movements have a lesser affect.
The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged index of 500 large-capitalization publicly traded U.S. stocks representing a variety of industries.
The Russell 1000 Value Index measures the performance of the large-cap value segment of the US equity universe. Comparisons to
indices are inherently unreliable indicators of future performance. The strategies used to generate the performance may vary from those
used to generate the returns depicted in the indices. An individual cannot invest directly in an index. Schafer Cullen Capital
Management makes no representation as to the methodology used to generate the returns of any indices mentioned.
In the case where this report displays model results, please be aware that such results do not represent actual trading and that results
may not reflect the impact that material economic and market factors might have had on the Adviser's decision-making if the Adviser
were actually managing clients' money.
Model and actual results reflect the deduction of advisory fees, brokerage or other commissions, and any other expenses that a client
would have paid or actually paid (Net of Fee performance) and reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings.
Schafer Cullen Capital Management, Inc. makes no representation that the use of this material can in and of itself be used to determine
which securities to buy or sell, or when to buy or sell them; SCCM makes no representation, either directly or indirectly, that any graph,
chart, formula or other device being offered herein will assist any person in making their own decisions as to which securities to buy,
sell, or when to buy or sell them.
All opinions expressed constitute Schafer Cullen Capital Management’s judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change
without notice.
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